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WELCOMEWELCOME

What is Synastry?What is Synastry?

Synastry is essentially the astrology of relationships. Synastry provides valuable insights about the

relationship between two people.

How does Synastry work?How does Synastry work?

A synastry chart is cast by comparing the positions of person A’s planets and other important markers to

Person B’s planets and other important markers. For example I can compare the relationship of each

other’s moons and assess, astrologically speaking, if they're in a favorable configuration. As we go along

and compare more and more of the matched astrological aspects we gain a clearer picture of the

relationships blueprint.

Can Synastry predict how “compatible” I am with someone?Can Synastry predict how “compatible” I am with someone?

Many people come to astrologers looking to see if they’re “compatible” with someone, allowing

superficial sun sign comparison to determine the efficacy of a relationship. Synastry is a much more

nuanced process than that. This report is not predicting the determined path of your relationship, nor is

it telling you which path you should walk. We are merely the surveyors mapping out the terrain of your

relationship.

A relationship that is astrologically great on paper does not in reality automatically paint the perfect

relationship. Ultimately there are multiple variables that exists when two people come to together. You

carry your past experiences, social background, education which when mingled with someone else’s life

baggage can result in an endless amount of outcomes.

The benefit of a Synastry chart is showcasing a better perspective of the relationship, showcasing its

individual qualities and potential it possess. At the end of the day, the future of your relationship is still

and always will be determined by you.

A guide like this can empower you to more consciously create in your life. Have fun with it! I hope this

serves you the most on your journey.
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Michelle and PollyMichelle and Polly

October 8, 1990 at 12:05 PM

Los Angeles, California, United States

&&

March 6, 1988 at 4:09 AM

New York City, New York, United States



INDIVIDUAL CHARTSINDIVIDUAL CHARTS

Michelle's Chart

(outer circle)

Polly's Chart

(inner circle)

PLANETSPLANETS

You can think of the planets as symbolizing core parts of the human personality, and the signs as

different colors of consciousness through which they filter through.

Michelle's planets:

Sun in 15° Libra

Moon in 14° Gemini

Mercury in 5° Libra

Venus in 9° Libra

Mars in 13° Gemini

Jupiter in 9° Leo

Saturn in 18° Capricorn

Uranus in 5° Capricorn

Neptune in 11° Capricorn

Pluto in 16° Scorpio

North Node in 3° Aquarius (r)

Chiron in 26° Cancer

Ascendant in 19° Sagittarius

MC in 5° Libra



Polly's planets:

Sun in 16° Pisces

Moon in 15° Libra

Mercury in 18° Aquarius

Venus in 29° Aries

Mars in 8° Capricorn

Jupiter in 29° Aries

Saturn in 1° Capricorn

Uranus in 0° Capricorn

Neptune in 9° Capricorn

Pluto in 12° Scorpio (r)

North Node in 23° Pisces (r)

Chiron in 23° Gemini

Ascendant in 26° Capricorn

MC in 20° Scorpio

ASPECTSASPECTS

The aspects describe the geometric angles between the two individual's planets. The orb describes the

'margin of error' in the angle, up to which an aspect is considered active. A tighter aspect generally

indicates a stronger influence.

Pluto Trine Sun orb: 0

Sun Conjunction Moon orb: 0

Venus Square Neptune orb: 0

Chiron Opposition Ascendant orb: 0

Moon Trine Moon orb: 1

Venus Square Mars orb: 1

Ascendant Sextile Mercury orb: 1

Mars Trine Moon orb: 2

Moon Square Sun orb: 2

Pluto Square Mercury orb: 2

Saturn Sextile Sun orb: 2

Saturn Sextile MC orb: 2

Sun Trine Mercury orb: 3

Uranus Conjunction Mars orb: 3

Neptune Conjunction Mars orb: 3

Mercury Square Mars orb: 3

Mars Square Sun orb: 3

Jupiter Square Pluto orb: 3

Saturn Square Moon orb: 3

Ascendant Square Sun orb: 3

Moon Trine Mercury orb: 4



SYNASTRY ASPECTS IN DEPTHSYNASTRY ASPECTS IN DEPTH

The first planet listed is Michelle's, and the second is Polly's. Your respective personal planet is activated

by its relationship to the other's.

While the Sun represents Polly’s core ego and self-expression,
Pluto represents Michelle’s drive for regeneration and
emotional rebirth. This is likely to be a very charged
relationship for both of you, inspiring strong emotions.

The Sun finds Pluto mesmerizing and intriguing as its impact
is hard to quantify; Pluto, being the furthest planet from the
Sun, is elusive. In turn, Pluto is drawn to the Sun’s unabashed,
playful, and pure self-expression.

This aspect also implies that this is not a superficial
connection; instead, it's often profound and positively
transformative. It encourages exploration of each other’s
souls with a pure, genuine, and intimate love or friendship
that holds nothing back.

Pluto Trine Sun
orb: 0

Michelle's

Pluto in Scorpio

Seeking to expose our innermost, intimate truths

Celebrating the creative dynamics of our soul honestly and

authentically

Polly's

Sun in Pisces

Going with the flow

Dreamy, mystical expression

Strong imagination

Abstract thinking
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This aspect represents an activated relationship between the
Sun (animus) and Moon (anima), the core expression of the
internal masculine and feminine archetypes. The aspect
between these two creates a partnership that feels very
organic, which, naturally, complements each person’s
qualities.

However, Sun’s rational approach to life can contrast with
Moon’s emotional and intuitive approach, creating a push
and pull dynamic; this can create challenges within the
relationship, especially when there is too much identification
with femininity and masculinity to the exclusion of the other.
You can find yourselves either allowing your moods to
dominate your behaviors or suppressing the messages that
your moods are presenting.

There's an opportunity for a balanced and integrated
femininity and masculinity between you two, which, in other
words, can be seen as intuition and will working in harmony.
What you're both seeking is self-assurance and emotional
ease at your relationship's core.

This dynamic can be mutually beneficial as it allows a
balance of complementary energies. In practice it sees the
relationship take a relaxed approach to life, where you both
have optimistic emotional demeanor and assertive self-
assurance.

Sun Conjunction
Moon
orb: 0

Michelle's

Sun in Libra

Harmonious, balanced self-expression

A natural mediator

Graceful articulation

Valuing diplomacy, fairness

Polly's

Moon in Libra

Balanced emotions

A graceful, kind temperament

Seeking a multifaceted perspective

Nourished by diplomacy, fairness
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Venus Square Neptune embodies a relationship that is
highly romantic, spiritual, and creative. Polly’s Neptune, with
its ethereal and mystical energy, heightens the senses in the
relationship, inducing a dream like fervor, especially in the
initial stages of the relationship.

Together, you hold high ideals of each other, which inspires
self-development towards living your highest self. Don’t feel
guilty of having high ideals. Remaining in a positive state
and embodying the feelings those ideals give you will
naturally support them to realization.

With Neptune’s illusionary energies present in the
relationship, be cautious of staking your happiness in an
idealized version of your partner. A healthy approach would
be to self-reflect and ask the following questions to yourself:
Am I allowing my partner to be themselves? Am I investing
all my love and happiness into an idealized version of my
partner? If you can practice unconditional love, you’ll find
reality to be greater than any fantasy you’ve ever pondered
before.

Venus Square
Neptune
orb: 0

Michelle's

Venus in Libra

Refined tastes

Diplomatic expression

Eclectic reative style

Attracted to harmonious relationships

Polly's

Neptune in

Capricorn

Visions of independence through self-reliance and self-

mastery

Possessing a stable and grounded imagination
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There's a sense of ease with this connection. The Moon rules
our creature comforts and methods of coming into emotional
balance; this is why comfort is of paramount importance
between you two, and, in turn, you seek to create a safe
environment that emphasizes cooperation and free
expression around each other.

This is a special connection because you both enjoy spending
a large amount of time with each other; however, you're very
sensitive to each other's individual moods, which can easily
rub-off on you both too. It would be helpful to use this state
as an opportunity to find balance individually, rather than
seeking that balance from the relationship. This is a powerful
practice that will eventually strengthen the relationship, but it
does require taking emotional responsibility at all times.

Moon Trine Moon
orb: 1

Michelle's

Moon in Gemini

Whimsical emotions

A fluctuating temperament

Nourishes oneself with stimulation, socializing

Dynamic intuitive nature

A light-hearted approach

Polly's

Moon in Libra

Balanced emotions

A graceful, kind temperament

Seeking a multifaceted perspective

Nourished by diplomacy, fairness
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This aspect signifies a relationship where your feminine and
masculine symbols not only match but also complement
each other. Michelle’s Venus, ruler of the sensual and
emotional self, meets Polly’s Mars, the ruler of vitality and
passion. This union symbolizes a relationship that's driven by
passion, so if it's a romantic relationship, it's likely highly
sexual in nature. The mingling of romance and passion can
give you heightened sensibilities when you're around each
other.

If it's a romantic relationship, you share a natural sexual
rapport with each other, which is unmatched by past
relationships; your sexual compatibility drives a sexual energy
that is fulfilling, delightful, and, ultimately, unrestrained. This
helps create an environment of honest self-expression within
the relationship.

Your magnetic bond is powerful and shouldn't be taken for
granted. Sometimes one partner's strong sexual drive may
place undue expectations of sexual fulfillment on the other
partner. In this state, together you should reiterate that
sexual fulfillment is a byproduct of being in a cooperative
relationship.

Venus Square
Mars
orb: 1

Michelle's

Venus in Libra

Refined tastes

Diplomatic expression

Eclectic reative style

Attracted to harmonious relationships

Polly's

Mars in

Capricorn

Driven by attaining self-mastery in all areas

Taking action with a calm and stable attitude

Prefers a solitary journey to greatness

Drawn to impactful and memorable passions
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